The Dustbane Way
Cleaning a Conference Room

Cleaning a conference room starts with a simple program. Ask us about a custom program that will meet your individual needs.
Here’s our baseline recommendation.
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Spot Remover: Oxy D.S.T.
After long meetings, spills, coffee, crumbs, dirt and other
debris end up in your office chairs. Keeping your chair
clean is a chore you must perform to keep stains off
your patrons’ clothes. You don’t need a harsh chemical
to remove stains and spots from the chair; a small
amount of Oxy D.S.T. will suffice. UL ECOLOGO® Certified.
• Dilute in cold water at a rate of 1:20.
• Available in 4 L.
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Odour Control: Air Max
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Surface Cleaner: Azure
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Carpet Cleaning: Tracker

Disinfectant Cleaner: Quat Plus
Boardrooms are the setting for many meetings, some
of which can determine the very future of a business.
Employees and guests spend hours in these conference
rooms, and it is likely that food crumbs, soils and spills
will find itself on the table. Maintaining the table clean
will impress your guest and set the table for success.
UL ECOLOGO® Certified. DIN: 02298694.
• Dilute in cold water at a rate of 1:80.
• Available in 4 L.
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The Air Max is designed to offer consistent
and powerful odour control for a full 30 days,
outperforming gels, wicks and aerosols.
• Available in mango, cotton blossom
and cucumber melon.

Azure is the ideal choice for sensitive surfaces.
Its mild formula can clean your white board and
can also act as a dust collector when sprayed lightly
on a microfiber cloth. APE, VOC and ammonia free.
UL ECOLOGO® Certified.
• Dilute in cold water at a rate of 1:16.
• Available in 750 ml (RTU) & 4 L.
An upright vacuum such as the Tracker is highly
effective for debris pickup and will help maintain room
cleanliness. This model features all metal high-wear
components and offers years of worry-free use.
• Clean Air Technology.
• Telescopic Power Wand extends
cleaning reach by 32”.

• Tel: 1-800-387-8226 Fax: 1-800-363-5309 www.dustbane.ca

